Electronic Forums and Other
EC-Related Activities

Comp.AI.Genetic is a newsgroup intended for anyone interested in the general area of
evolutionary computation. See your local systems administrator to obtain this news feed. A
substantial FAQ sheet (frequently asked questions) on EC is maintained and is quite helpful.
EP-List is an electronic mailing focusing on evolutionary programming (EP) as defined by
Fogel. To subscribe, send mail to EP-List-Request@magenta.me.fau.edu.
Genetic-Programming is an electronic mailing list focusing on genetic programming (GP) as
defined by Koza. To subscribe, send mail to Genetic-Programming-Request@cs.stanford.
edu.
GA-List is a moderated electronic digest for the interchange of information relating to genetic
algorithms (GAS) as defined by Holland and general issues of evolutionary computation. Submissions
are put into digest form and sent to subscribers approximately once a week. To subscribe, send mail
to GA-List-Request@aic.
nrl.navy.mil.

An ftp archive site is maintained with back issues of GA-List and other useful information,
including source code for genetic algorithm and other evolutionary algorithm packages. The ftp site
can be accessed using anonymous ftp to ftp.aic.nrl.navy.mil. Use a username of “anonymous” and use
your own e-mail address as your password.
In addition to the ftp site, the archive is now available on the World Wide Web. This also
contains links to other GA and evolutionary computation information sources and links to the home
pages of other research groups working in evolutionary computation. The URL is
http://www.aic.nrl.navy.miVgalist.
The GA-List digest also includes a calendar of recent and upcoming EC-related events. The
following listing of events is excerpted from a recent issue of GA-List. The volume/number
designation refers to the GA-List issue where the full announcement can be found. The list of events
has been compiled by William M. Spears (http://www.aic.nrl.navy.miV-epears) and will be updated
periodically. If you find any errors, please send e-mail to ga-list-request@aic.nrl.
navy.mil.
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The evolutionary computation community maintains a number of electronic mailing lists that
provide timely interactions, exchange of information, and sharing of software. Participants submit
articles on research issues, recent results, notices on new technical reports, workshop
announcements, and calls for papers. A brief description of the more active ones follows.

